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Abstract Geophysical measurements can reveal the structures and thermal states of icy ocean
worlds. The interior density, temperature, sound speed, and electrical conductivity thus characterize
their habitability. We explore the variability and correlation of these parameters using 1-D internal
structure models. We invoke thermodynamic consistency using available thermodynamics of aqueous
MgSO4 , NaCl (as seawater), and NH3 ; pure water ice phases I, II, III, V, and VI; silicates; and any metallic
core that may be present. Model results suggest, for Europa, that combinations of geophysical
parameters might be used to distinguish an oxidized ocean dominated by MgSO4 from a more
reduced ocean dominated by NaCl. In contrast with Jupiter’s icy ocean moons, Titan and Enceladus have
low-density rocky interiors, with minimal or no metallic core. The low-density rocky core of Enceladus
may comprise hydrated minerals or anhydrous minerals with high porosity. Cassini gravity data
for Titan indicate a high tidal potential Love number (k2 > 0.6), which requires a dense internal
ocean (𝜌ocean > 1, 200 kg m−3 ) and icy lithosphere thinner than 100 km. In that case, Titan may have
little or no high-pressure ice, or a surprisingly deep water-rock interface more than 500 km below the
surface, covered only by ice VI. Ganymede’s water-rock interface is the deepest among known ocean
worlds, at around 800 km. Its ocean may contain multiple phases of high-pressure ice, which will become
buoyant if the ocean is suﬃciently salty. Callisto’s interior structure may be intermediate to those of Titan
and Europa, with a water-rock interface 250 km below the surface covered by ice V but not ice VI.
Plain Language Summary

Seismometers, magnetometers, and other tools may be
used in the future to glimpse the insides of ocean worlds-moons of Jupiter and Saturn that have
lots of liquid water under their icy surfaces. These measurements could reveal whether water and
rock interact to produce chemical conditions that on Earth support life, how much life such chemical
activity might support, and how long that activity has persisted through time. The pressures
and temperatures in these extraterrestrial oceans diﬀer from those in Earth’s oceans, so only just
now are the needed tools and data becoming available to predict what future measurements might
reveal. In this work, we investigated the interior structures of icy ocean worlds based on available
information—mainly NASA’s Galileo and Cassini missions—and used chemical data to test
what ocean and rock compositions are possible. Our calculations make predictions for Saturn’s moons:
Titan should not have an iron core, and its ocean may contain little or no high-pressure ice. Fluids may
ﬂow through the whole of the rock core of Enceladus because Cassini gravity measurements seem to
point to a porous interior. Geophysical investigations could test whether the ocean in Jupiter’s moon
Europa has a composition like Earth’s or may instead by very acidic if water and rock have not interacted
much. Our calculations predict that these two scenarios can create unique combinations of measurable
properties that can be probed by future missions using seismology, magnetic ﬁeld measurements,
and other means.
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1. Introduction
Geophysical measurements can reveal the interior properties of icy ocean worlds. Such measurements can
point to the presence and temporal variability of ﬂuids and gases, thus identifying potential habitable niches
for life (Vance et al., 2017). The thickness and geodynamics of diﬀerent ice phases, and the depth of the
ocean, determine the conditions under which life might exist. The global ﬂuxes of chemical energy must be
understood in terms of a world’s interior structure and evolution (Vance, Hand, et al., 2016). Such a global picture is necessary for quantifying the types of life and amounts of biomass that might be supported (Shock &
Holland, 2007). This is also required for interpreting any potential indications of life that might be found
through in situ sampling, as, for example, by a lander on Europa’s surface (Hand et al., 2017).
In Ganymede, Callisto, and Titan, the predicted presence of high-pressure ices has been regarded as a barrier
to water-rock interactions. However, this seems like less of an impediment now, in light of recent studies of
ﬂuids within and under the ices. Convection within the ices should proceed near the solidus temperature,
leading to melt at the high-pressure ice and rock interface, and within the upper parts of the high-pressure ice
(Choblet et al., 2017; Kalousová et al., 2018). Briny ﬂuids under pressure can have densities exceeding those
of high-pressure ices and thus may occupy the interface between rock and ice (Hogenboom, 1995; Journaux
et al., 2013; Vance et al., 2014) or between the diﬀerent layers of high-pressure ice (Journaux et al., 2017; Vance
& Brown, 2013). Dissolved ions can incorporate into high-pressure ice VI (and possibly also in ice phases II, III,
and V) to a much greater extent than in ice Ih, potentially decreasing the density of the ices and enhancing
near-solidus convection (Journaux et al., 2017).
The combination of seismology with other methods may be deployed at other ocean worlds to reveal the
nature of potential habitats in the ice, ocean, seaﬂoor, and regions below. Seismic investigations could constrain the habitability of ocean worlds (Vance et al., 2017) in a manner that is complementary to other
measurements by missions exploring the habitability of ocean worlds. NASA’s planned Europa Clipper mission
(Pappalardo et al., 2016) and ESA’s JUICE mission (Grasset et al., 2013) will use ice-penetrating radar sounding
investigations to constrain the density, temperature, and composition of the ices covering Europa, Ganymede,
and Callisto. The RIME and REASON instruments will reveal the upper kilometer of the ice with a range resolution as small as 15 m and will sound to as much as 9 and 45 km, respectively, in cold ice with a range
resolution as small as 30 m (Bruzzone et al., 2013; Grima et al., 2015). Whereas radio waves are sensitive mainly
to density, electrical conductivity, and crystal orientation fabric (COF), seismic waves are inﬂuenced mainly by
elastic parameters, COF, and temperature (Diez, 2013). Prior radar information thus provides a powerful constraint for extracting more detailed information from the deeper interior. Similar combined investigations of
Antarctic glaciers have revealed a sub-ice lake and low-velocity layers at the water-rock interface consistent
with a sedimentary layer (Bell et al., 1998). Additional prior information will be obtained by magnetic ﬁeld and
charged particle measurements (ICEMAG and PIMS) on the planned Europa Clipper, using Europa’s induced
response to Jupiter’s time-varying magnetic ﬁeld to constrain the ocean’s depth and electrical conductivity.
The internal structure and tidal dissipation will be investigated from radio tracking measurements of gravity
to high order and degree and geodetic and librational measurements from imaging and altimetry (Mazarico
et al., 2015; Park et al., 2015; Van Hoolst et al., 2013). As a follow-on, seismology could directly measure the
ice and ocean thicknesses and could leverage constraints on electrical conductivity and internal structure to
narrow the range of plausible models for ocean salinity. Seismic measurements might also probe below the
ocean to reveal the deeper structure, with the potential to constrain the current thermal state of the rocky
interior (Cammarano et al., 2006).
Here we develop global one-dimensional models to assess how combined seismic, gravity, and magnetic
measurements may be used to investigate the habitability of ocean worlds. We use the models to consider
how the ocean’s composition might couple to the conﬁgurations and thicknesses of ice layers. We also use
the models to test the limits of available data describing material properties. In section 2, we describe the
workings of the model and limitations of available data. In section 3, we describe applications to conﬁrmed
ocean worlds, Ganymede, Europa, Enceladus, Titan, and Callisto. In sections 4 and 5 we discuss possible tests
for habitability and thermodynamic measurements needed for further modeling.

2. Materials and Methods
We model the interior density, elastic, and anelastic structure and associated seismic sources and signatures
in icy ocean worlds, building on prior work that focused only on Europa (Cammarano et al., 2006). Added to
this is an investigation of the electrical conductivity of ﬂuids based on available measurements.
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Table 1
Properties of Known Icy Ocean Worlds
Europaa

Radius (km)

Density (kg m−3 )

1, 561.0 ± 8.0

2, 989 ± 46

0.346 ± 0.005

2, 631 ± 1.7

1, 942.0 ± 4.8

0.3115 ± 0.0028

2, 410.3 ± 1.5

1, 834.4 ± 3.4

0.3549 ± 0.0042

2, 52.1 ± 0.2

1, 609 ± 5

Ganymedeb
Callistoc
Enceladusd
Titane

2, 574.73 ± 0.09

Moment of inertia

0.335

1, 879.8 ± 0.004

0.3438 ± 0.0005

a Anderson (1998), Wahr et al. (2009). b Schubert et al. (2004), revised from Anderson et al.

(1996). c Anderson (2001). d Thomas (2010) and Iess et al. (2014). e Jacobson et al. (2006)
and Iess et al. (2012).

The interior structure model used in the present work builds on the one described in Vance et al. (2014). It
propagates density and temperature proﬁles downward from the ice Ih layer, based on boundary conditions
of the surface temperature (Ts ) and temperature at the ice-ocean interface (Tb ). The pressure-temperature
proﬁles in the H2 O-rich uppermost layer (see supporting information S2 and S3) are propagated through the
ocean, assuming uniform salinity and adiabatic convection. The depths of the transitions between compositional layers (ice, ocean, (ice), rock, and (iron-rich core)) are then computed from bulk density and gravitational
moment of inertia (C/MR2 ; Table 1). We note that independent measurements of C22 and J2 were not obtained
for the Galilean satellites, and so prior analyses have assumed that they are in hydrostatic equilibrium. This
assumption may lead to an overestimation of up to 10% for the moment of inertia of the slowly rotating moon,
Callisto (Gao & Stevenson, 2013). We consider this eﬀect in section 3. The model now accounts for solid-state
convection in the ice Ih layer, by iteration after the initial model run (see supporting information) based on
the inferred ice thickness. As in Vance et al. (2014), temperature proﬁles in the high-pressure ices follow the
melting curves, in basic approximation of two-phase convection. Because gravitational acceleration increases
with depth in the low-density ice and liquid layers (by up to 25% in the case of Ganymede; Vance et al., 2014),
depth-dependent gravity is computed in the H2 O-rich upper layer. Gravity is evaluated at the top of the rock
and iron-rich core layers and held constant within them.
2.1. Material Properties
2.1.1. Ices
The thermodynamic properties of water ice phases Ih, II, III, V, and VI are taken primarily from Choukroun
and Grasset (2010), which ﬁt available measurements of heat capacity, enthalpy, and speciﬁc volume over
the broad range of pressure and temperature occurring in icy worlds. Sound speeds are modiﬁed from Shaw
(1986) and Gagnon et al. (1988, 1990) as described below. Analysis of the available data, also described
below, suggests that further measurements of sound speeds in ices are needed to address thermodynamic
inconsistencies.
Compressional and transverse sound speeds in the relevant ice phases are matched to sound speeds from
bulk adiabatic Brillouin and ultrasonic measurements in polycrystalline ice at −25 and −35.5∘ C to 1 GPa
(Gagnon et al., 1988, 1990; Shaw, 1986) to within their assigned errors. Adiabatic shear and bulk moduli (GS , KS )

Table 2
Bulk and Shear Moduli of Ices
Crystalline
phase
Ih c

KS a

GPa

KS″

KS′ b

GPa−1

G″S

GS

GPa

G′S b

GPa−1
−0.025

9.5

0.33

−0.026

3.3

0.537

II

13.89

1.6

—

5.15

3.5

—

III

8.9

3.65

—

2.7

6.55

—

V

11.8

4.8

—

5.7

0.9

—

VI

14.6

4.1

—

5.0

3.0

—

a Adapted from Gagnon et al. (1990). b Fit from Shaw (1986). c Gagnon et al. (1988).
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Figure 1. Comparison of sound speeds at ∼240 K (−35.5∘ C) with polynomial ﬁts to measurements from Gagnon et al.
(1990, G90). (left) Sound speeds (VP , lines, and VS ; dashed lines from G90; dash-dotted lines from this work) for ices Ih, II,
III, V, and VI. (middle) Deviations (%) between published and ﬁt values (VP , lines, and VS ; dashed lines). (right) (dotted
line) Deviations (in %) of bulk sound speeds (equation (3)) from those of the ice thermodynamics adopted for this work
(Choukroun & Grasset, 2010, C10).

and their pressure derivatives (Table 2) are adjusted from Shaw (1986) to ﬁt compiled sound speeds from
Gagnon et al. (1990) to better than 1.5% (Figure 1). Sound speeds (Figure 2) are computed as
[ ]1∕2
GS
VS =
,
(1)
𝜌
[
VP =

KS 4 2
+ VS
𝜌
3

]1∕2
.

(2)

This strategy does not reproduce the reported negative slopes of sound speeds with temperature in laboratory ice Ih at 0.1 MPa ({𝜕VP ∕𝜕T, 𝜕VS ∕𝜕T} ≈ {−2.81, −1.43} m s−1 K−1 ; Vogt et al., 2008).
To assess the accuracy of the adopted ice thermodynamics relative to available sound speed measurements,
we compute the corresponding bulk sound speed, VC (Masters et al., 2000), from
√
VC =

VP2 −

4 2
V =
3 S

(

𝜕𝜌
𝜕P

)−1∕2
.

(3)

Analytical values of 𝜕𝜌∕𝜕P were computed from Choukroun and Grasset (2010) densities as described in the
supporting information. The computed values of VC fail to match the bulk speeds based on values compiled
by Gagnon et al. (1990), by up to {50, 10, 20, 30, 50}% for ices {I, II, III, V, VI} (Figure 1, right). The corresponding
disagreement in density based on the integration of bulk sound speeds is up to 1% (for ice V), assuming
that the lowest-pressure values of density from Choukroun and Grasset (2010) are correct (see supporting
information). This is within the stated errors of the data (Choukroun & Grasset, 2010). A more satisfactory data
set for the present purposes would provide sound speed measurements with suﬃcient coverage in pressure
and temperature to obtain thermodynamically consistent density, heat capacity, etc.
Thermal properties are taken from Andersson and Inaba (2005). Solid-state convection in ice Ih is parameterized as per Deschamps and Sotin (2001). Creep properties are from Durham et al. (1997). Further details are
provided in supporting information S3 and S5.
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Figure 2. Contours of sound speed versus pressure (MPa) and temperature (K). In the ice stability ﬁeld (T ∼< 260 K): vP
(lines) and vS (dashed lines), ice Ih, and VI are cyan, ice II is magenta; ice III is green (also shown in the inset); and ice V is
black. In the ﬂuid stability range: vP in 10 wt % MgSO4 (red lines) and pure water (blue dashed lines). Fluid-liquid phase
boundaries are for the 10 wt % MgSO4 solution.

2.1.2. Fluids
We examine the inﬂuence of salinity in each ocean world by comparing the compositions of pure water and
10 wt % (∼1 m) MgSO4 . Seawater compositions are examined as well for Europa and Enceladus. Solutions
containing 3 wt % NH3 are considered for Titan and Enceladus. The thermodynamic properties used for propagating the adiabatic proﬁles are density (𝜌), thermal expansivity (𝛼 ), and heat capacity (CP ). Sound speed (v )
and electrical conductivity (kS ) are determined using the resulting P-T values.
The thermodynamic properties for aqueous magnesium sulfate are from Vance and Brown (2013). The
equation of state based on three-dimensional spline interpolation provides the most accurate representation
of the data, with smooth extrapolation between 0.8 and 1.6 GPa. The melting point depression is computed using the Margules parameterization for the activity of water for MgSO4 (Vance et al., 2014) and NH3
(Choukroun & Grasset, 2010). Contours of sound speed for water and 10 wt % MgSO4 are shown in Figure 2.
The Gibbs Seawater package (GSW; McDougall & Barker, 2011) provides thermodynamics for seawater reliably to 100 MPa, with reasonable stability for standard seawater concentration (saline mass fraction of
35.16504 g/kg seawater, containing {10.78145,19.35271} g (Na,Cl) per kilogram of solution; Millero et al., 2008)
to the 210 MPa limitation of its equation of state for ice Ih.
Thermodynamics of aqueous ammonia are from the Helmholtz equation of state of Tillner-Roth and Friend
(1998) as provided in the REFPROP software package (Lemmon et al., 2007), with ice phase equilibria from
Choukroun and Grasset (2010).
The electrical conductivity of 0.01 mol kg−1
(molal) MgSO4 (aq) is computed along geotherms based on meaH2 O
surements at 298 K and 323 K and pressures up to 784.6 MPa (Larionov & Kryukov, 1984). Extrapolation to 273 K
is applied with a scaling factor of 0.525, as per Hand and Chyba (2007), with linear interpolation and extrapolation to 250 K and 1.6 GPa. Figure 3 shows the variation of electrical conductivity with pressure, temperature,
and concentration of MgSO4 in the main region down to 273 K. Conductivity depends strongly on salt concentration. Direct measurements of conductivity at elevated pressure are unavailable. Measurements taken at
standard pressure show a factor of 40 increase for magnesium sulfate up to 1 m (Hand & Chyba, 2007, Figure 1).
This linear scaling with salt concentration is used in our calculations. GSW includes electrical conductivity for
seawater (McDougall & Barker, 2011).
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Figure 3. Electrical conductivity of 0.005 m and 0.01 m MgSO4 from Larionov and Kryukov (1984). Contours show linear
extrapolation above 800 MPa and below 273 K for the 0.01 m data.

2.1.3. Rock Thermodynamics
We model the silicate interiors of planetary bodies using freely available thermodynamic data and software. Stable mineralogies, densities, and seismic velocities of the bulk rock are determined from the proﬁles
of present-day temperature (T ), composition (C ), and pressure (P) for representative mineral compositions
using PERPLEX 6.7.8 (Connolly, 2005, 2009, http://www.perplex.ethz.ch). The program solves the Gibbs energy
minimization based on speciﬁed thermodynamic databases and thermoelastic properties for end-member
mineralogical phases. Average properties of the bulk rock are determined through a classical Voigt-Reuss-Hill
averaging scheme. High-pressure (>5 GPa) polythermal equations of state (Murnaghan, Birch-Murnaghan)
were stabilized by specifying the software option to compute the temperature derivative of the bulk modulus as a function of the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus and the expansivity at the reference pressure,
as per Helﬀrich and Connolly (2009).
Following previous work for Europa by Cammarano et al. (2006), we consider two diﬀerent dry compositions:
an Earth-like pyrolite composition and L-LL chondritic model (Table 3). We also consider compositions that
include sodium, as per Cammarano et al. (2011). The computations use the formalism and thermoelastic properties data set of Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2011), which accounts for six main oxides: SiO2 , MgO, FeO,
CaO, Al2 O3 , and Na2 O. The treatment does not include spin transitions. The database was assembled with a
focus on using available elastic moduli of Earth’s mantle minerals, which extend to pressures in the 100 GPa

Table 3
Chemical Compositions (in Mole Percent) Considered for the Rocky Component
Pyrolitea

L-LL chondriteb

Pyroliteb

L-LL chondriteb

SiO2

38.71

41.81

38.66

42.78

MgO

49.85

38.73

48.53

39.68

FeO

6.17

14.98

5.72

13.98

CaO

2.94

2.12

3.50

2.13

Al2 O3

2.22

1.36

3.59

1.43

Na2 O

0.11

1.02

–

–

a Cammarano et al. (2011). b Modiﬁed from Cammarano et al. (2006).
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range for select phases. Variations in major oxides, especially in iron content, have the largest eﬀect on density
and shear modulus. Densities for both pyrolite and L-LL chondrite composition exceed 3,000 kg m−3 . Porosity
and hydration must be considered to account for rock densities as low as 2,200 kg m−3 allowed by the high
values of moment of inertia and low bulk densities for Enceladus. Including these subtleties does not account
for densities as low as 2,500 kg m−3 for Titan.
The eﬀects of hydrous compositions are considered, using the database of Holland and Powell (2011), which
includes more mineral species while retaining thermodynamic self-consistency. We use the same oxide
compositions described in the previous section but at partially hydrated or water-saturated conditions.
Serpentinization may be important as a source of H2 for life (e.g., Müntener, 2010; Vance, Hand, et al., 2016),
but it may not reduce the density of the rocky siliceous parts of icy worlds because hydrated silicates
are not thermodynamically stable at low pressures and at temperatures higher than 900 K (e.g., Ulmer &
Trommsdorﬀ, 1995).
For models specifying an iron or iron-rich core, the mean density of the rock is needed as an additional constraint (see supporting information S3). The value of 𝜌rock is adjusted to match the average predicted by the
model (𝜌rock,model ). This is the beginning of a fully iterative approach (Cammarano et al., 2006) that recomputes the gravity and moment of inertia. For the present 1-D models, given the uncertainties in the provided
moments of inertia, the current method is deemed suﬃcient.
2.1.4. Rock Porosity
Because of the low conﬁning pressures occurring in smaller icy ocean worlds, porosity remains important
to much greater depths than on Earth. Tidal forcing and thermal fracturing may aid in developing a porous
interior, as putatively found at Enceladus (Vance et al., 2007; Waite et al., 2017). In general, porosity decreases
with increasing lithostatic pressure, which closes pore spaces, cracks, and fractures. Vitovtova et al. (2014), for
example, estimate Earth’s mantle porosity at a few percent at a depth of 10 km, decreasing to 0.01–0.1% at
35 km. The trend can be more complex. For example, an increase in porosity with depth is recorded for the
borehole of the Kola peninsula, the deepest on Earth, at 12 km (Kozlovsky, 1987). We neglect such complexities
in this work.
Direct and indirect measurements suggest that the porosity of Earth’s oceanic and continental crust is high,
especially in the uppermost part (ranging from 5 to 10%; e.g., Carlson 2014). For example, high VP ∕VS at
25–45 km depth suggests a porosity around 2.7–4.0% (Peacock et al., 2011), associated with the presence of
ﬂuid saturated zones. Alternatively, crack anisotropy may partially explain the high VP ∕VS (Wang et al., 2012).
Experimental studies ﬁnd that voids close at pressures higher than 0.25 GPa (Kern, 1990) unless ﬂuids ﬁll the
voids. Recent laboratory experiments in a porous natural sample of crustal rock (ı.e., Saito et al., 2016) indicate
that porosity closure is active up to ∼0.6 GPa. In crystalline rocks, the intergranular porosity is usually small but
may increase due to water-rock interactions (e.g., Tutolo et al., 2016). Even in areas with low remanent porosity, the eﬀect on seismic velocities can be a few percent and thus should be accounted for. The ratio VP ∕VS , in
this case, decreases in the pore spaces not ﬁlled by ﬂuids.
Han et al. (2014) estimated the Moon’s near-surface porosity to be 10–20% based on GRAIL measurements of
the Moon’s gravity and topography. They interpreted the increase in density with depth to suggest that this
porosity is eliminated at 10–20 km depth (200–250 MPa). Pressures at the center of Enceladus do not reach
the closure pressure inferred for Earth’s Moon. Also, unlike the Moon, icy satellites can have pore spaces ﬁlled
with ﬂuids, which might allow pores to remain open to pressures exceeding 250 MPa.
We model porosity using the empirical formulation developed by Han et al. (2014). Porosity scales as a function
of pressure as
𝜙(r) = 𝜙1 exp(−cP(r)∕PC ),

(4)

with P the lithostatic conﬁning pressure, 𝜙1 the surface porosity, PC the closure pressure, and c a constant
assumed to be 6.15.
The reduction in density due to porosity is obtained from 𝜌 = 𝜙𝜌f + (1 − 𝜙)𝜌g , where the rock density 𝜌g
is density obtained from thermodynamic modeling. The pore spaces are assumed to be ﬁlled by water; for
simplicity, we set 𝜌f = 1, 023 kg m−3 .
Seismic velocities are generally expected to decrease with increasing pore pressure. The precise inﬂuence of
porosity on seismic velocities is complicated by the shape, distribution, and connectivity of pores and the
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Table 4
Iron and Iron-Sulfur Properties
fcc irona

Fe-FeS (melt for 5%< XFeS < 20%)b

8,000

5, 150 − (%S − 10) × 50

5

9.2

KS , GPa

156

53.2 − (%S − 10) × 2

𝜕KS ∕𝜕P

5.0

4.66

𝜌
𝛼 , 10−5 K−1

𝜕KS ∕𝜕T , Pa K−1

−0.040

NA

G, GPA

76.5

NA

𝜕G∕𝜕P
𝜕G∕𝜕T , Pa K−1

2

NA

−0.023

NA

a Isaak

and Masuda (1995), Klotz and Braden (2000), Voronov and Chernysheva
(1999), and Cammarano et al. (2006). b Sanloup et al. (2000).

presence of cracks and fractures, and few experiments exist that infer this relation (e.g., Christensen, 1989;
Darot & Reuschlé, 2000; Todd & Simmons, 1972; Yu et al., 2016). We parameterize the decrease in VP as a
function of porosity using the relation suggested by Wyllie et al. (1958):
𝜙
1−𝜙
1
=
+
.
VP𝜙
Vﬂuid
VP

(5)

The decrease in VS should be greater; Christensen (1989) found a decrease of 9% and 26% for VP and VS , respectively, when increasing pore pressure from atmospheric pressure to 85% in a very porous (3.9%) lherzolite
xenolith at 150 MPa of conﬁning pressure. For models where the maximum decrease in VP is less than 40%, we
assume that the percent decrease in VS is twice that of VP . Although approximate, these corrections account
for the expected qualitative eﬀects of water-ﬁlled porous spaces on seismic velocities.
2.1.5. Rock Electrical Conductivity
Electrical conductivities in Earth’s mantle vary with temperature and hydration state over the range 10−4 to
10−1 S m−1 (Huang et al., 2005; Karato, 1990; Wang et al., 2006; Yoshino et al., 2009; Zhao & Yoshino, 2016).
They may approach 102 S m−1 in the lower mantle (Xu et al., 2000). In the present work we do not map the
speciﬁc variations of electrical conductivity in rock for our adopted compositions, but it is worth noting that
the range of lower mantle electrical conductivities overlaps with plausible values in extraterrestrial oceans
(Hand & Chyba, 2007).
2.1.6. Iron-Rich Core
When including an iron-rich core, we assume that the core consists of face-centered cubic (or 𝛾 ) Fe, mixed
with FeS up to 5 wt %, or molten Fe-FeS, as described by Cammarano et al. (2006) (Table 4). The density of the
solid core for XFeS < 5% is
𝜌core =

𝜌Fe 𝜌FeS
XFeS (𝜌Fe − 𝜌FeS ) + 𝜌Fe

(6)

The choice of core composition does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the results for the properties of the deep ocean,
which are the main focus of this paper. We assume a high value of conductivity for the iron-rich core (107 S m−1 ;
Gomi et al., 2013) and do not consider variations in conductivity with core composition.
2.2. Anelasticity (Seismic Attenuation)
Frequency-dependent seismic attenuation is computed as (Cammarano et al., 2006)
QS
= Ba exp
𝜔𝛾

(

𝛾H(P)
RT

)
, H(P) = ga Tm

(7)

with Ba = 0.56 a normalization factor, 𝜔 the seismic frequency, and exponent 𝛾 = 0.2 the frequency dependence of attenuation. H, the activation enthalpy, scales with the melting temperature Tm with the anisotropy
coeﬃcient ga . Chosen values of ga for ices {I,II,III,V,VI} are {22, 30 25, 27, 28, 30}. For the rocky mantle we assume
ga = 30. If a metallic core is present, the metal’s QS ∕𝜔𝛾 is set to 104 .
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Figure 4. Comparative interior structures of known icy ocean worlds.

2.3. Tidal Deformation
Interior structure determines the response to tidal forcing. The tidal Love number k2 describes the gravitational potential perturbation at the surface, while h2 describes the amplitude of the radial surface displacement. They can be obtained from gravity ﬁeld measurements and laser altimetry of the target body,
respectively. In this study, we calculate both k2 and h2 for diﬀerent interior structural models to quantify their
tidal responses. From the proﬁles of density, elasticity (shear and bulk modulus), and viscosity structure determined for each moon, we compute the viscoelastic response of the interior to tidal forcing using the numerical
methods of Takeuchi et al. (1972), Saito (1974), and Tobie et al. (2005), as further described in supporting
information S6. The dissipative part is represented by the imaginary part of the Love number k2 , or by the
dissipation function, Q−1 , which corresponds to the ratio between the imaginary part and the modulus of k2 .

Table 5
Ganymede: Pyrolite Composition Containing Na2 O
MgSO4

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

10 wt %

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

Tb (K)

3,510

3,506

250

260

270

mW m−2

3

6

22

qc mW m−2

15

18

25

DIh (km)

157

95

26

Docean (km)

24

287

493

qb

DIII (km)

56

-

-

DV (km)

150

-

-

DVI (km)

Water

3,520
3,517

489

528

411

Rrock (km)

1,759

1,725

1,704

Rcore (km)

501

602

661

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

Tb (K)

3,530
255

265

273

qb mW m−2

4

8

107

qc mW m−2

16

20

107

DIh (km)

134

70

5

Docean (km)

119

361

518

DV (km)

139

-

-

DVI (km)

478

427

331

Rrock (km)

1,764

1,776

1,780

Rcore (km)

468

437

447

Note. Qrock = 100 GW. XFeS = 20% and 𝜌core = 7, 203 kg m−3 .
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Figure 5. Ganymede: Oceans with 10 wt % MgSO4 (aq) (dashed lines) and pure water (lines) for Tb as in Table 5.
Magentas are warm proﬁles with DIh < 30 km, blues are modest temperature proﬁles with thicker ice Ih, and cyans are
colder proﬁles with DIh > 130 km. (left) Density versus pressure. Reference ﬂuid densities along the melting curve for
MgSO4 for {0,5,10,15} wt % increase with increasing salt concentration. (right) Corresponding depth-dependent
temperature (top), sound speed in the ﬂuids and ices (ﬂuid, VS , and VP , middle left to right), and electrical conductivity
(bottom). Circles indicate the transition to the silicate interior.

For comparison, we also apply the methods described in detail in Kamata et al. (2015), adopting the rheology
of pure water ice by Goldsby and Kohlstedt (2001) to calculate the viscosity from temperature. Other solid
layers are assumed to be elastic; an inﬁnite viscosity is assumed. Although high-pressure ices may have low
viscosities, their tidal response is nearly independent of the viscosity of high-pressure ices if an ocean is sandwiched (Kamata et al., 2016). Consequently, this simpliﬁcation does not aﬀect our conclusions. Liquid layers
are assumed to be inviscid.

3. Results
The essential results are displayed schematically in Figure 4. For each ocean
world, we display a bulk interior structure and a detailed ocean and ice
structure selected from the radial proﬁles described below.

Figure 6. Ganymede: Shear and bulk moduli, GS (dashed lines) and KS (lines)
for an ocean composition of 10 wt % MgSO4 (aq) and ice Ih thickness of
157 km.

VANCE ET AL.

3.1. Ganymede
Ganymede’s structure is nearly identical to those discussed by Vance et al.
(2014) but with the addition of solid-state convection in the ice I layer
(Table 5). For the coldest adiabatic proﬁle, solid-state convection is nearly
4 times more eﬃcient than conductive cooling. Figure 5 shows density as
a function of pressure over the range from the surface to the water-rock
interface and the corresponding temperature, sound speed, and electrical
conductivity versus inferred depth for oceans with 0 and 10 wt % MgSO4 .
For the chosen ocean salinity and core composition (Table 5), the silicate
layer depth exceeds 800 km. With 10 wt % salinity, buoyant ice III occurs
at the base of the ocean for the coldest adiabat. For the warmest adiabat, ice VI is also buoyant but only within the few tens of kilometers above
the high-pressure ice and rock interface. Ice V is absent for the warmest
case. The speciﬁed mantle heat generation is 100 GW (1 mW−2 at the
surface or 2.5 mW−2 at the rock interface) at the low end of values consistent with model-based constraints on Ganymede’s thermal-orbital history
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Figure 7. Europa: Oceans with 10 wt % MgSO4 (aq) (dashed lines), pure water (lines), and standard seawater
(S0 = 35.165 g/kg ﬂuid, dash-dotted lines) for Tb as in Table 6. Cyans are proﬁles with DIh = 5 km, and magentas are
colder proﬁles with DIh = 30 km. (left) Density versus pressure. Reference ﬂuid densities along the melting curve for
MgSO4 are for {0,5,10,15} wt % and for seawater are for {0,1,2}×S0 (S0 = 35.16504 g/kg seawater). (right) Corresponding
depth-dependent temperature (top), sound speed in the ﬂuids and ices (ﬂuid, VS , VP , middle left to right), and electrical
conductivity (bottom). Circles indicate the transition to the silicate interior.

(e.g., Bland et al., 2009). The presence of a liquid core is well documented for Ganymede (Kivelson et al., 2002).
We specify a 20 wt % FeS core composition consistent with the presence of melt.
Temperatures in the convecting ocean increase with depth by 0.04 K km−1 , or 20 K over 500 km, due to the
high compressibility over 100 MPa ranges of pressure. The addition of MgSO4 decreases the compressibility
and decreases the adiabatic gradient.

Figure 8. Europa: global interior structure for an ocean with the composition of seawater and 30 km thick ice Ih
lithosphere. (left) VS (lines) and VP (dashed lines). (middle) Pressure (lines), temperature (dashed lines), and density
(dash-dotted lines). (right) Anelasticity.
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Table 6
Europa: Pyrolite Composition Containing Na2 O
MgSO4

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

10 wt %

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

3,426

3,426

Water

Seawater
35.165 g/kg

3,425

Tb (K)

269.80

272.70

qb mW m−2

19

123

qc mW m−2

24

123

DIh (km)

30

5

Docean (km)

103

131

Rrock (km)

1,428

1,426

Rcore (km)

479

478

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

3,425

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

3,427

3,426

Tb (K)

270.40

273.10

qb mW m−2

19

119

qc mW m−2

24

119

DIh (km)

30

5

Docean (km)

97

124

Rrock (km)

1,434

1,433

Rcore (km)

475

476

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

3,425

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

3,427

3,426

Tb (K)

268.20

270.80

qb mW m−2

18

121

mW m−2

23

121

qc

DIh (km)

30

5

Docean (km)

99

126

Rrock (km)

1,432

1,431

Rcore (km)

478

478

Note. Qrock = 100 GW. XFeS = 0 and 𝜌core = 8, 000 kg m−3 .

Sound speeds are distinct for the diﬀerent ice phases and also for the freshwater and saline oceans. They diﬀer
with phase and composition by tens of km s−1 . Sound speeds increase with depth everywhere.
Electrical conductivity in the ocean is also distinct for the diﬀerent proﬁles. For the two warmest adiabats, pressures exceed 400 MPa, where the downward radial derivative of electrical conductivity changes from positive
to negative. This is in accord with recent investigations noting increased ion association in MgSO4 (aq) above
400 MPa (Schmidt & Manning, 2017).
The bulk rock density of 3,520–3,530 kg m−3 (Table 3) is matched by either an anhydrous pyrolite or a
saturated chondrite composition.
Shear and bulk moduli, GS and KS (in gigapascal), are shown in Figure 6.
3.2. Europa
Models for Europa (Figures 7 and 8 and Table 6) are adjusted through the choice of Tb to compare ice thicknesses (DIh ) of 5 and 30 km. For the chosen values of silicate density (𝜌rock = 3, 425 kg m−3 ) and the assumption
of a pure iron core (XFeS = 0), Europa’s seaﬂoor depth is more than 100 km below the surface.
For identical ice thicknesses, seawater suppresses the melting temperature of the ice more strongly than
the chosen concentration of MgSO4 . Sound speeds for seawater are comparable to those of water, whereas
MgSO4 sound speeds are larger by more than 10%. Oceans with MgSO4 have higher electrical conductivity
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than seawater due to both higher ionic strength and higher temperature.
Reference density proﬁles along the melting curve for seawater are unstable above 80 MPa for salt concentrations twice the standard composition of
seawater (2S0 , where S0 is 35.16504 g dissolved solids per kilogram seawater,
with the dissolved solids being composed of roughly 42% Na+ and 49% Cl−
and the remainder by abundance as SO2−
, Mg2+ , Ca2+ , HCO−3 , and lesser
4
species; Millero et al., 2008).
Sound speeds are low in the hydrous upper portion of the rocky interior,
increasing with depth due to dehydration (Figure 8). The Na2 O-bearing
pyrolite provides an average rock density closest to the input value of
3,300 kg m−3 .
Shear and bulk moduli, GS and KS (in gigapascal), are shown in Figure 9.
3.3. Enceladus
Models for Enceladus (Figure 10 and Table 7) are adjusted through the
choice of Tb to compare ice thicknesses of 10 and 50 km, which correspond
to constraints at the hot region under the south polar Tiger Stripes and in
Figure 9. Europa: Shear and bulk moduli, GS (dashed lines) and KS (lines)
the rest of the global ocean, respectively (Beuthe, 2016; McKinnon, 2015;
for a seawater ocean composition and ice Ih thickness of 30 km.
Thomas et al., 2016). MgSO4 is considered as an ocean constituent, despite
strong inferences that the ocean has a high pH and thus is dominated by chlorides (Postberg et al., 2011; Glein
et al., 2015). As with Europa, the diﬀerent ocean compositions have distinct proﬁles in temperature, density,
electrical conductivity, and sound speed. For models examining a uniform ice Ih thickness of 10 km, more consistent with thinner ice inferred at the south pole (Beuthe, 2016; Collins & Goodman, 2007; McKinnon, 2015),
the depth of the silicate interior varies by up to 10 km with salinity due to the large proportional change in
density of the volatile layer.
The small size of Enceladus precludes the existence of a metallic core larger than a few kilometers. Increasing
the heat ﬂux increases the average rock density of the model (𝜌rock,model ). Models with thinner ice require
very low densities: <2,300 kg m−3 for DIh = 10 km and ≈2,350 kg m−3 for DIh = 20 km. All models matching

Figure 10. Enceladus: Oceans with 10 wt % MgSO4 (aq) (dashed lines), pure water (lines), standard seawater (dash-dotted lines), and 3 wt % NH3 (dots) for Tb as
in Table 7. Cyans are warm proﬁles with DIh = 10 km, and magentas are colder proﬁles with DIh = 50 km. (left) Density versus pressure. Reference densities as for
Europa (Figure 7). (right) Corresponding depth-dependent temperature (top), sound speed in the ﬂuids and ices (ﬂuid, VS , VP , middle left to right), and electrical
conductivity (bottom). Circles indicate the transition to the silicate interior.
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Table 7
Enceladus: Anhydrous Chondrite Composition

MgSO4

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,701

2,265

10 wt %

Tb (K)

2,699

2,691

Seawater
35.165g/kg

Water

NH3
3 wt %

Tb (K)

272.72

273.12

qb mW m−2

16

83

qc mW m−2

10

83

DIh (km)

50

10

Docean (km)

13

63

Rrock (km)

190

179

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,672

2,224

𝜌rock,model

(kg m−3 )

2,699

2,692

Tb (K)

270.82

271.16

qb mW m−2

16

82

qc mW m−2

10

82

DIh (km)

50

10

Docean (km)

12

55

Rrock (km)

190

187

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,671

2,219

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

2,699

2,693

Tb (K)

272.74

273.08

qb mW m−2

16

81

qc mW m−2

10

81

DIh (km)

51

10

Docean (km)

11

53

Rrock (km)

190

189

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,651

2,210

𝜌rock,model

(kg m−3 )

2,699

2,693

Tb (K)

269.54

269.90

qb mW m−2

16

81

qc mW m−2

10

81

DIh (km)

50

10

Docean (km)

12

51

Rrock (km)

191

191

Note. Qrock = 16 GW.

the average global ice thickness of 50 km require a low rock density of ≈2,700 kg m−3 . This is met by either
a fully hydrous pyrolite (Table 7) or a porous, anhydrous chondrite with 𝜙1 = 0.8, if heat production in the
rock is set to the radiogenic value of 0.27 GW (Chen et al., 2014). Specifying the observed heat ﬂux of 16 GW
(Howett et al., 2011) as the heat production in the rock increases 𝜌rock,model , requiring the addition of porosity
(𝜙1 = 0.5) to match the density of the hydrous pyrolite. The average porosities for the anhydrous chondrite
and hydrous pyrolite are 28% and 19%, respectively. The former value matches those obtained by Waite
et al. (2017).
As shown in Figure 11, porosity introduces a depth dependence to density and to sound speeds, reducing the
density by up to more than 40%. VP and VS are reduced by up to more than 50%. The quality factor QS of the
rocky layer is high (QS ∕𝜔𝛾 > 107 ).
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Figure 11. Enceladus: The inﬂuence of porosity (𝜙) on density (𝜌), VS (dashed lines), and VP (lines) for an anhydrous
chondrite composition. The y axis (rrock ) corresponds to the radial location within the rocky interior.

3.4. Titan
Titan’s mean ice Ih thickness is interpreted from Cassini-Huygens data to be 55–80 km thick, based on the
observed Schumann resonance (Béghin et al., 2012); less than 100 km based on shape, topography, and gravity (Mitri et al., 2014); and 50–200 km based on topography and admittance (Hemingway et al., 2013). We
consider thicknesses in this range.
The prevalence of reduced volatiles in Titan’s atmosphere and seas suggests that the ocean is reducing, which
is inconsistent with the more oxidized and sulfate-rich ocean studied by Fortes et al. (2007) and Grindrod et al.
(2008). Despite this inconsistency, we consider sulfate oceans due to the availability of the equation of state.
We compare this with an ocean containing small amounts of ammonia (3 wt %).

Figure 12. Titan: Oceans with 3 wt % NH3 (aq) (dash-dotted lines), pure water (lines), and MgSO4 (dashed lines) for Tb as
in Table 8. Magentas are warm proﬁles with DIh < 60 km, blues are modest temperature proﬁles with thicker ice Ih, and
cyans are colder proﬁles with DIh > 140 km. (left) Density versus pressure. Reference ﬂuid densities at {3, 5, 10} wt % for
NH3 decrease with increasing salt concentration and increase for MgSO4 . (right) Corresponding depth-dependent
temperature (top), sound speeds in the ﬂuids and ices (ﬂuid, VS , VP , bottom left to right). Circles denote the transition to
the silicate interior.
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Table 8
Titan: Saturated Chondrite Composition

MgSO4

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,616

2,545

2,524

10 wt %

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

2,937

2,921

2,883
266

Tb (K)

Water

252

262

qb mW m−2

4

8

11

qc mW m−2

14

17

19

DIh (km)

149

86

58

Docean (km)

91

333

403

DV (km)

163

-

-

DVI (km)

96

111

79

Rrock (km)

2,076

2,044

2,034

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,540

2,527

2,517

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

2,939

2,938

2,936

255

265

268

Tb (K)
mW m−2

4

9

13

qc mW m−2

14

18

20

qb

NH3
3 wt %

DIh (km)

141

74

50

Docean (km)

130

369

420

DV (km)

140

-

-

DVI (km)

67

27

2

Rrock (km)

2,097

2,104

2,103

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

2,531

2,523

2,519

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

2,939

2,938

2,937

250

260

264

Tb (K)
mW m−2

4

8

12

qc mW m−2

13

17

19

qb

DIh (km)

146

82

52

Docean (km)

100

321

396

DV (km)

164

16

DVI (km)

68

46

15

2,097

2,110

2,112

Rrock (km)

-

Note. Qrock = 12 GW.

Results for Titan are shown in Figure 12 and Table 8. A metallic core is not permitted by the high gravitational
moment of inertia. In fact, even omitting a central high-density core, neither the saturated chondrite model
nor the pyrolite model matches the mean rock density, 𝜌rock ≈ 2, 600 kg m−3 . The saturated pyrolite composition comes closest, at around 2,940 kg m−3 . Heat production in the rocky interior is set to 12 GW (0.1 mW m−2 );
higher values increase the rock density by 50–100 kg m−3 . For the pure water ocean (solid lines), ice phases V
and VI are present, except in the warmest cases. The 3 wt % NH3 ocean has a lower density and slightly larger
adiabatic temperature gradient (0.1 K km−1 versus 0.07 K km−1 for the MgSO4 case). The lower ﬂuid compressibility corresponds to a higher sound speed. For the warmest models (Tb = 264 and 268 K), the ammonia and
water oceans have little or no high-pressure ice. The higher densities of the MgSO4 oceans increase the depth
of the silicate transition needed to match the gravity data and thus result in thicker high-pressure ice layers.
Shear and bulk moduli, GS and KS (in gigapascal), are shown in Figure 13. The average value of KS in the rock
is about 100 GPa, half the value assumed by Mitri et al. (2014). The average value of GS of about 50 GPa is less
than the 70 GPa value chosen by Mitri et al. (2014).
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Figure 13. Titan: Shear and bulk moduli, GS (dashed lines), and KS (lines) for an ocean composition of 10 wt %
MgSO4 (aq) and ice Ih thickness of 86 km.

3.5. Callisto
For Callisto, we consider ice thicknesses exceeding 100 km (Table 9). For simplicity we do not modify the
parameterization of solid-state convection to accommodate a fully stagnant lid (McKinnon, 2006). We consider oceans with 0 and 10 wt % MgSO4 . Figure 14 shows proﬁles for both the reported value of Callisto’s
gravitational moment of inertia (C/MR2 = 0.3549 ± 0.0042; Schubert et al., 2004, Figure 14) and a value that
is 10% smaller (C/MR2 = 0.32; Gao & Stevenson, 2013).

Table 9
Callisto: Saturated Pyrolite Composition

MgSO4

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

3,118

10 wt %

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

3,089

3,086

250

255.70

4

5

Tb (K)
qb mW m−2

mW m−2

16

18

130

100

Docean (km)

20

132

DIII (km)

46

-

qc

DIh (km)

DV (km)

Water

3,054

120

79

Rrock (km)

2,165

2,158

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )

3,094

3,077

𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )

3,090

3,089

Tb (K)

253.10

257.40

4

5

qb mW m−2

mW m−2

17

18

120

100

Docean (km)

62

139

DIII (km)

16

-

qc

DIh (km)

DV (km)
Rrock (km)

121

83

2,166

2,166

Note. Qrock = 110 GW.
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Figure 14. Callisto: Oceans with 10 wt % MgSO4 (aq) (dashed lines), pure water (lines), and standard seawater
(dash-dotted lines) for Tb as in Table 9. Blues are warm proﬁles with DIh < 30 km, cyans are modest temperature proﬁles
with thicker ice Ih, and magentas are colder proﬁles with DIh > 130 km. (left) Density versus pressure. (right)
Corresponding depth-dependent temperature (top), sound speed in the ﬂuids and ices (ﬂuid, VS , VP , middle left to
right), and electrical conductivity (bottom). Circles indicate the transition to the silicate interior. Greater silicate depths
and pressures, and the presence of ice V, are also shown for the assumption of C/MR2 = 0.32.
Table 10
Callisto With C/MR2 = 0.32 and Pyrolite Composition Containing Na2 O
MgSO4
10 wt %

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )
𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )
Tb (K)
qb mW m−2
qc mW m−2
DIh (km)
Docean (km)
DIII (km)
DV (km)
DVI (km)
Rrock (km)
Rcore (km)

3,526
250
4
16
130
20
46
120
122
1,972
592

Water

𝜌rock (kg m−3 )
𝜌rock,model (kg m−3 )
Tb (K)
qb mW m−2
qc mW m−2
DIh (km)
Docean (km)
DIII (km)
DV (km)
DVI (km)
Rrock (km)
Rcore (km)

3,524
253.10
4
17
120
62
16
121
118
1,973
598

3,525
3,527
255.70
5
18
100
132
79
129
1,971
568
3,525
3,524
257.40
5
18
100
139
83
116
1,973
607

Note. Qrock = 110 GW. XFeS = 0, and 𝜌core = 8, 000 kg m−3 .
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Figure 15. Tidal deformation properties (top left) k2 , (top right) h2 , (bottom left) Q, and (bottom right) 1 + k2 − h2 versus
mean ocean density for Europa, Titan, and Ganymede based on the interior models described above. The thickest ice
models are denoted by a triangle and the thinnest by an inverted triangle. Ocean compositions are denoted by the
marker outline colors; k2 and h2 increase with density. Large and small markers are computations using Andrade and
Maxwell rheological models, respectively.

The currently accepted higher value of C/MR2 precludes the presence of a metallic core and requires a low
silicate density around 3,100 kg m−3 (Table 9), most consistent with the saturated pyrolite composition. Rock
interface depths of less than ∼250 km are required. Ice VI does not occur. Buoyant ice III is present for the
coldest oceans containing both pure water and salt.
The smaller value of C/MR2 , corresponding to a possible error intrinsic in the assumption that Callisto is hydrostatic, would require silicate depths similar to Ganymede’s (Table 10). An iron core is required and is speciﬁed
as pure (𝛾 ) Fe. Rock densities are best ﬁt by the anhydrous pyrolite composition. Ice VI is always present, and
buoyant ice III is present in the coldest model that includes salts.
3.6. Tidal Deformation
The tidal responses of Europa, Ganymede, and Titan are shown in Figure 15. We assume a reference viscosity
of 1013 Pa s for ice Ih. For both Maxwell and Andrade rheologies (Castillo-Rogez et al., 2011; Dumoulin et al.,
2017) the response increases with body size and depends mainly on the ocean’s density and the thickness of
the outer ice shell. This is consistent with results from previous studies (Kamata et al., 2015; Mitri et al., 2014;
Moore & Schubert, 2003; Steinbrügge et al., 2015; Tobie et al., 2005). The structure underneath the ocean has
less of an eﬀect on the tidal deformation properties. The dissipation Q and tilt factor 1+k2 −h2 depend strongly
on the ice thickness. Speciﬁcally, the combination of a denser ocean and a thinner ice shell corresponds to
larger Love numbers, as also noted by Mitri et al. (2014). Computations using the Maxwell rheology (Kamata
et al., 2015) have a narrower range of values for k2 , h2 , and 1 + k2 − h2 than models with the Andrade rheology
and tend to generate larger values of Q.
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4. Discussion
Combinations of ocean salinity, bulk density, density structure, and ice thicknesses provide synergistic constraints on the properties of the constituent materials, which must be logically consistent (as discussed, e.g.,
by Grasset et al., 2013). For example, global heat ﬂuxes—which have yet to be measured directly—couple
with salinity to determine which crystalline forms of ice are present in what amounts. The radial proﬁles in
pressure and density determine whether these ices will sink or ﬂoat.
Applying our model to known icy ocean worlds allows us to compare them. The low-density rocky components of Titan and Enceladus contrast sharply with those of the higher-density interiors of the Galilean
satellites. It may be that both Saturnian satellites retained much more volatile carbon and nitrogen than is
accounted for by the pyrolite and chondrite mineralogies studied here.
4.1. Means for Investigating Habitability
4.1.1. Europa
The seawater and MgSO4 oceans examined for Europa span oxidized and low pH to reduced and high pH,
as modeled by Zolotov (2008). For similar ice thicknesses, the higher-pH seawater ocean has a lower temperature, electrical conductivity, density, and sound speed. The electrical conductivity and density will be
constrained by gravity and electromagnetic experiments on the JUICE (Grasset et al., 2013) and Europa
(Pappalardo et al., 2016) missions, in combination with radar sounding and topographic imaging. A subsequent seismic experiment could address any degeneracies in the inferred ocean density and electrical
conductivity by measuring the oceanic sound speed. Thermal and radar mapping will establish the existence
and characteristics of solid-state convection, providing additional prior constraints for a follow-on seismic
investigation. With this background established, it may be possible to determine the extent of aqueous
alteration and sedimentation at the seaﬂoor (Vance, Tsai, et al., 2016).
4.1.2. Enceladus
The silicate interior of Enceladus controls the extent of water-rock interaction, including the production of
hydrogen identiﬁed in south polar plume materials (Waite et al., 2017). Though it has been suggested that the
rocky core of Enceladus must be fully hydrated (Vance et al., 2007; Vance, Hand, et al., 2016) as per the hydrous
pyrolite model used here, the low pressures at Enceladus also permit an anhydrous chondrite composition
with high porosities consistent with those of the regolith of Earth’s Moon. A transition from anhydrous to
hydrous rock via water-rock interactions could explain the evident present-day production of hydrogen (Hsu
et al., 2015) and might be consistent with recent activation or even formation of Enceladus (Ćuk et al., 2016).
Regardless of the hydration state, the inferred high heat production in Enceladus (Howett et al., 2011) requires
some degree of porosity to match the required density for both the pyrolite and chondrite compositions.
Electromagnetic and seismic measurements could evaluate the extent and role of ﬂuids and gases in south
polar plume eruptions (Hsu et al., 2015; Kite & Rubin, 2016; Postberg et al., 2011). By analogy with investigations of geysers and volcanoes on Earth, a seismic experiment could reveal the ﬂow rates, compositions,
and geometry of plumes on Enceladus (Vance et al., 2017, Stäehler et al. under revision). Such an experiment
might also measure the porosity of the rocky interior and search for a small metallic core.
4.1.3. Titan
Titan’s ocean must have a bulk density >1,200 kg m−3 if the large value of the measured tidal Love number
(k2 > 0.6) is correct (Mitri et al., 2014). In the study of Mitri et al. (2014), following the approach of Lefevre
et al. (2014), the ocean density was arbitrarily increased, assuming uniform density increments throughout the
ocean with reference to a pure water case (Choukroun & Grasset, 2007). No direct link with the ocean composition was possible then. In the present study, we show that the 10 wt % MgSO4 ocean meets this requirement.
As noted above, a reducing ocean dominated instead by chlorides can obtain similar large densities. A saline
ocean is not expressly required by the current uncertainty in the Love number (k2 = 0.637 ± 0.220), which
permits densities as low as 1,100 kg m−3 , consistent with the pure water or 3 wt % cases studied here. If k2 is in
fact larger than 0.6, our models show that a dense, salty ocean and thin ice require a high heat ﬂux, exceeding
800 GW (10 mW m−2 ; Table 8). Such a high heat ﬂux would be consistent with recent geological activation of
Titan, perhaps concurrent with the formation of Saturn’s rings (Ćuk et al., 2016).
A dense ocean and thin ice only worsen the problem of accounting for the low density (2,600 kg m−3 ) of Titan’s
rocky interior. It seems likely that Titan is weakly diﬀerentiated, highly porous, or both. Alternatively, a diﬀerentiated Titan with a small metallic core (R < 400 km) would be permitted by the gravitational constraints
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if the low-density layer under the ocean can be explained. If Titan’s ice is indeed thin and if the ocean has a
low salinity, high-pressure ices may be minimal or absent entirely.
4.1.4. Ganymede
High heat ﬂux and ice Ih as thin as ∼10 km are in accord with the formation of grooved terrains on the surface
(Hammond & Barr, 2014). However, these would require tidal heating. At present, tidal heating is probably
negligible (e.g., Bland & McKinnon, 2015).
In general, the presence of high-pressure ice phases V, VI, and III should slow the loss of heat by inhibiting
eﬃcient convection and releasing latent heat upon freezing. However, two-phase convection seems likely
in high-pressure ices (Kalousová et al., 2018). Accounting for salinity should only enhance the eﬃciency of
cooling and transport. Ices III and VI can become dynamically unstable in the presence of aqueous solutions
containing high salt concentrations (Journaux et al., 2013; Vance et al., 2014). For the chosen MgSO4 concentration of 10 wt %, ice V may also become buoyant in the vicinity the transition to ice VI. The lack of a
dynamically stable upper solid layer in the case of ice III might suggest eﬃcient overturning of upward snows
that would hasten the cooling of Ganymede’s interior through the exchange of latent heat.
The planned JUICE mission (Grasset et al., 2013) will constrain the global density structure of Ganymede, its
ice Ih thickness, and the conductance of its ocean. Using this prior information, a seismic investigation could
reveal the radial structures of the ices and search for any liquids within and between those layers, including
the abundance of liquids at the water-rock interface.
4.1.5. Callisto
Poor constraints on Callisto’s density structure mean that its ocean can be either Europa like, less than 250 km
deep, and containing scarce or no high-pressure ices or Titan like, with seaﬂoor pressures approaching
800 MPa and the presence of ices V and VI. The inactive surface seems most consistent with the undiﬀerentiated case; else, it is diﬃcult to conceive of how Callisto would have cooled within a few hundred million years
after fully diﬀerentiating. In either case, the fully stagnant surface suggests that the ocean is nearly frozen and
so has a near-eutectic composition. This should lead to a high electrical conductivity. Buoyant ice III may be
present, unless the ocean contains strong freezing suppressants such as ammonia or methanol.
4.2. Limitations in Available Thermodynamic Properties
Fluids: Evaluating the diﬀerences between high- and low-pH oceans in larger satellites (chloride versus sulfate; Zolotov & Kargel, 2009) requires high-pressure thermodynamic data for aqueous NaCl and mixtures with
sulfates, including the associated melting point suppression of ices. In the present work, we are limited to comparing seawater as a proxy for NaCl solutions, when in fact standard seawater contains {1.28372,2.71235} g
Mg,SO4 } per kg solution of Millero et al. (2008). Some of the needed information for single-component solutions is available at pressures relevant to watery exoplanets (Journaux et al., 2013; Mantegazzi et al., 2013),
but crucial measurements in the 0.1–1 GPa range of pressures are lacking. As a result, we cannot evaluate near-eutectic salinities that may occur and which would have the greatest inﬂuence on the stability of
high-pressure ices. Assuming zero error in bulk density, moment of inertia, and radius, the present predictions of ice thicknesses and layer depths are uncertain by ∼10 km or more due to uncertainties in the melting
temperatures of ices at elevated pressure.
A more rigorous treatment of conductivity should evaluate the limitations of available theory (Marshall,
1987). Laboratory electrical conductivity measurements could test the extrapolations to high salinity
assumed herein.
Solids: To accurately interpret seismic measurements in terrestrial glaciers and in ocean worlds, sound speed
measurements are needed in ices Ih, II, III, V, and VI at temperatures other than −35∘ C. This would enable
the development of thermodynamic properties comparable to those available for ﬂuids and more comprehensive predictions of the melting curves of ices in the presence of salts. The present work is also limited by
the scarcity of thermodynamic information regarding impurities in solid phases. Recent work suggests a pivotal role of clathrates (Choukroun et al., 2010; Sohl et al., 2010) in regulating global volatile inventories and of
trapped ions within ices (Fortes & Choukroun, 2010; Journaux et al., 2013, 2017) in controlling buoyancy. Further work incorporating properties of these materials is needed in order to understand whether geophysical
measurements can discern such eﬀects.
More detailed consideration of the eﬀects of rocks and metals is needed. The present work explored a small
set of parameters in favor of focusing on ﬂuids and ices closer to the surface. Future work will need to address
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inconsistencies in the thermodynamic data. In the present work, for example, silicate melts occurred in interior
models that included heat production values in the range of plausible radiogenic estimates (e.g., 250 GW for
Europa; Vance et al., 2007). We did not include analyses of those results because of the possible occurrence of
melt at pressures exceeding 1 GPa that showed unstable behavior, as noted in the Perple_X documentation,
in the form of densities exceeding 3,000 kg m−3 .

5. Conclusions
Calculations of the radial compositional structure of icy ocean worlds demonstrate the utility of geophysical measurements for investigating habitability. We have focused on the relation between ice thickness and
ocean composition, building on prior work (Vance et al., 2014) to illustrate the unique 1-D structures arising from the combination of melting point suppression and density in single-component oceans containing
aqueous MgSO4 , NaCl (as seawater), and NH3 . Europa’s ocean pH may be further constrained by seismology,
supplemented by gravity, radar, electromagnetic, and compositional measurements by the planned Europa
Clipper mission. Accounting for detailed rock properties reveals that a high porosity for the interior of Enceladus is required to accommodate for the measured density structure and heat ﬂux. Titan’s ocean may be
dense and saline, but this requires an as-yet unexplained low-density layer in the solid interior. Titan and
Callisto may lack high-pressure ices altogether.
The seismic noise environment and wave propagation properties of icy ocean worlds can be investigated
using the results described here (e.g., Panning et al., 2018; Stähler et al., 2018), as can the tidal response and
electromagnetic properties and their responses to external forcing.
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The accuracy of the model results is limited by the availability of equation-of-state data under conditions
occurring in icy ocean worlds. Further measurements are needed of ice and rock melting points in the
presence of aqueous solutions and sound speeds and electrical conductivities. Measurements are needed
especially in aqueous solutions at elevated salt concentration, low temperature, and high pressure. Further
measurements of sound velocities in ices would aid both seismic and geodynamic modeling.
Future work should consider the inﬂuence of the rocky interior and partitioning of elements between the
core, mantle, and ocean by considering diﬀerent early planetary formation events, which would result in different mineral and elemental compositions, hydration states, porosity, and heat content. Future work focusing
on speciﬁc worlds can make use of new thermodynamic data for ﬂuids and solids to evaluate the couplings
between rock and ocean composition and the presence of various ice phases. Similarly, the properties of the
iron-rich core can be varied in concert with the rock composition to explore the parameter space of heat and
metal content in the cores of Europa, Ganymede, and possibly Titan.
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